“Giving Body” to Embryos

Modeling, Mechanism, and the Microtome in Late Nineteenth-Century Anatomy

By Nick Hopwood*

ABSTRACT

Reinvestigating the work of the anatomist Wilhelm His (1831–1904) shows how engaging with models in three dimensions can revise our accounts of scientific change. His is known to historians of biology for articulating a mechanical approach to embryology and for inventing a section cutter, or microtome. Focusing on the wax models that he also made in the late 1860s shows how the other two innovations were linked; reconstructing embryos from the sections, His claimed, provided compelling evidence for mechanical views. The next generation of embryologists appropriated His’s work selectively. In the 1880s anatomists took up “plastic reconstruction” to visualize the complex forms of higher vertebrate, especially human, embryos. An increasingly dominant experimental embryology, by contrast, drew on His’s mechanical approach but had little use for the waxes and effaced them from the history of his work. Recovering these models offers a fresh perspective on the transformation of a central science of animal life and enriches our understanding of the relations between representation in two dimensions and three.

THE VISUAL WORLDS OF SCIENCE PAST were not as flat as we often assume. Scientists do usually represent their three-dimensional surroundings in two dimensions,
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learning visual languages to depict objects on paper or inventing instruments to extract a set of numbers from an experiment. This reduction is a key step in mastering messy phenomena: “there is,” says Bruno Latour, “nothing you can dominate as easily as a flat surface.” Two-dimensional inscriptions readily move without change among scientific centers and between laboratories, museums, and the world outside. More complex, bulkier and more fragile, harder to reproduce and recombine, three-dimensional objects make less effective “immobile mobiles.” Yet scientists and technologists in various disciplines have found them indispensable. Eighteenth-century Italian anatomists commissioned wax models to stand in for scarce and perishable corpses. Enlightened rulers prided themselves on collections of miniature machines, and until the 1870s the United States Patent Office required inventors to submit a model with every application. Mathematicians in the decades before World War I grounded abstract mathematics by displaying cabinets of models.

Perhaps the icon of the biological sciences in the twentieth century is a photograph of James D. Watson and Francis Crick posing with their double-helical model of DNA. Muscles and machines, mathematical surfaces and molecules, have been modeled, above all, with a view to achieving a vividness and tangibility that no flat picture could match. It is unlikely that such models will ever occupy a more prominent place in the history of science than historians of art have granted to sculpture. But they have played key roles, and we have much to gain by taking them seriously.

Studying the production and uses of scientific models in three dimensions offers two clear benefits. First, it can deepen our appreciation of the variety of representational work in the sciences. Even historians writing primarily about pictures increasingly acknowledge that the interplay in scientific representation between three dimensions and two may be more complex and hence more interesting than reduction. For example, rendering a bio-

---


logical specimen into "representation devices" may proceed via two-dimensional micrographs, through a three-dimensional diagram, to a three-dimensional object; alternatively, a model may itself be an intermediate stage, such as a means to a better drawing. Whatever its purpose, however, making a solid model is never just another step; its very three-dimensionality brings special advantages and problems, and these offer a rich field of research. Second, investigating three-dimensional representation devices may not just enrich but also revise our accounts of scientific controversy and change. Innovations in producing and using models in three dimensions have been important sources of novelty, but scientists have achieved less consensus on their representational virtues than on those of pictures. Detractors have reluctantly conceded their uses where vividness is at a premium, such as in teaching or communicating with laypeople, while advocates have prized them as the ultimate in representational achievement, scientific documents to be valued even above journal articles or monographs. Precisely because they have been so disputed, bringing models in three dimensions into general histories of the sciences may do more than just fill them out. By studying models that some groups promoted or relied on and others ignored or opposed, we can develop new views of what was at stake in struggles over change.

This essay illustrates these points by highlighting waxes made in the late 1860s by the Basel, later Leipzig, anatomist and embryologist Wilhelm His but systematically excluded from the dominant histories. Historians of biology remember His for two major innovations of those same years: a mechanical approach to embryology and a microtome. In the decades following Darwin’s Origin of Species, the German zoologist and evangelist of evolution Ernst Haeckel led embryologists in explaining individual development, or ontogeny, in terms of the evolutionary development of the species, or phylogeny. Embryology enjoyed a heyday as a key means of reconstructing the history of life on earth. But His stood against the Darwinist tide, opposing the reduction of the present to the past and instead asking physiologically how one embryonic stage was transformed into the next. Unsere Körperform und das physiologische Problem ihrer Entstehung [The Form of Our Body and the Physiological Problem of Its Development] explained the embryogenesis of the chick in terms of the pressures and pulls generated by differential growth. His argued for the relevance of mechanical principles by mimicking the bending and folding of the embryo in simple materials, likening, for example, the developing nervous system to a rubber tube. He initially failed to draw embryologists from evolutionary studies, but in the 1880s anatomists and physiologists began to take up his call to discover the proximate causes of form. The most successful of these initiatives was Wilhelm Roux’s Entwicklungsmechanik ("developmental mechanics"), the main program of a new experimental

---


4 For advocacy of models see, e.g., Francœur, “Forgotten Tool” (cit. n. 1); and the statements of Wilhelm His that I report in this essay. Mehrzens, Moderne Sprache Mathematik (cit. n. 1), argues that cabinets of pedagogical models played a special role in "countermodernist" mathematics.

embryology, one of the key sciences of the modern biology that was created in the decades around 1900. His second innovation was to pioneer the major change in histological practice of the later nineteenth century. He produced one of the first microtomes for cutting specimens into thin slices, or sections, which he used to visualize the internal development of the chick in unprecedented detail. Systematic sectioning of microscopical specimens became routine among anatomists and zoologists during the 1870s and has for generations been a standard method of morphological research.6

A marble bust (see the cover illustration) made by the sculptor Carl Seffner—probably either for His’s seventieth birthday in 1901 or to mark his death in 1904—expands our view of the anatomist from that current in the history of biology. The downcast eyes and the crossed folds of his coat lead our gaze to the wax model of a human embryo that he holds in his right hand. The statue forcefully draws our interest to the manual labor of embryology and—itself a product of the plastic arts—specifically to the role of modeling in His’s work.7 It directs us to revisit his investigations of the late 1860s and, instead of looking only at the books and articles, their texts and illustrations, to pay attention also to the wax models of the chick—which, it turns out, he published at the same time. Whereas historians of biology have presented the mechanical embryology and the microtome as a conceptual and a technical contribution, respectively, connected—if at all—in that sectioning provided empirical evidence against Haeckel’s generalizations, engaging with the


7 This brief analysis by no means exhausts the sculpture’s challenges to the dominant historiography of embryology. We may, for example, interpret it in gendered terms as a male embryologist displaying, cradled in his hand as the fruit of his body, the embryo he might appear to have generated alone. On His’s human embryology see Ronan O’Rahilly, “One Hundred Years of Human Embryology,” Issues and Reviews in Teratology, 1988, 4:81–128; and Nick Hopwood, “Producing Development: The Anatomy of Human Embryos and the Norms of Wilhelm His,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 2000, 74, in press. On portraits of scientists with their models see Francoeur, “Forgotten Tool” (cit. n. 1), p. 33. Professor Carl Ludwig Seffner (1861–1932) of Leipzig specialized in portraits in marble; see Deutsches Biographisches Archiv: Eine Kumulation aus 264 der wichtigsten biographischen Nachschlagewerke für den deutschen Bereich bis zum Ausgang des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts, ed. Bernhard Fabian (Munich: Saur, 1982), microfiche, fiche 1170, 50; and Deutsches Biographisches Archiv: Neue Folge bis zur Mitte des 20. Jahrhunderts, ed. Will Gorzyn (Munich: Saur, 1989–1993), microfiche, fiche 1211, 316–317. The His bust, which stands today in the Anatomisches Institut Basel, is believed to date from 1900 or shortly thereafter (H. Kurz, personal communication). It could be the ‘present in the form of a work of graphic or plastic art’ given to His on his seventieth birthday in July 1901; for his Leipzig colleagues’ call to contribute toward this gift see Ingrid Kästner and Achim Thom, eds., 575 Jahre Medizinische Fakultät der Universität Leipzig (Leipzig: Barth, 1990), p. 80. Alternatively, Seffner may have made the inscription reported by His’s son, “Wilhelm His. Professor der Anatomie. 1831–1904,” at the same time as the work itself, which then must have been made posthumously; see Wilhelm His [Jr.], Wilhelm His der Anatom: Ein Lebensbild (Berlin/Vienna: Urban & Schwarzenberg, 1931), p. 56.
modeling allows us to appreciate how the other two innovations were more deeply linked.\textsuperscript{8}

His’s rubber nervous systems are well known but have not been taken sufficiently seriously. We may regard what he called “simple experiments” as “analogue models” for bringing the resources of analytical mechanics into embryology. They exemplify a kind of model that historians and philosophers of science have shown scientists using to construct links between domains or between the generation of phenomena and the framing of theories. But in the course of introducing the microtome into embryology, His also developed a form of scale modeling. He claimed as the principal advantage of the new instrument that it allowed him to collect every section and so use them to build threedimensional wax models from the fragmented images. This “plastic reconstruction,” he argued, let him recover the more direct bodily apprehension of form that his predecessors had enjoyed. So for His, “the form of our body” was not a self-evident problem awaiting physiological explanation. In a complex interplay between two and three dimensions he had first to make his problem, to use his fingers, as he put it, “to give body" to his views.\textsuperscript{9} But wax modeling was still more intimately related to mechanical reasoning. His actually developed plastic reconstruction continuously with the rubber nervous systems and leather embryos, and the experience of modeling from sections was, he claimed, the most compelling evidence of the importance of mechanical principles in development.

The first three sections of this essay substantiate and develop these arguments, introducing the “simple experiments” and then plastic reconstruction before exploring the relationship between them. In the fourth section I go on to analyze how modeling became so prominent that at the turn of the twentieth century perhaps the most distinguished embryologist of the age was depicted holding a wax model. Seffner sculpted His with a model he had published in the early 1880s as part of the founding work of modern human embryology, which applied the methods developed on the chick to the much scarcer human material.\textsuperscript{10} Embryologists welcomed the commercially available reproductions of his models into their lectures, where for decades they remained ubiquitous teaching aids. During the 1880s His’s anatomical colleagues were also persuaded to follow him into reconstructive modeling; they were won over by a new method tailored to the demands of younger scientists for ease, speed, and objectivity. Instead of hiring modelers to give wax form to


\textsuperscript{10} On His’s human embryology see O’Rahilly, “One Hundred Years of Human Embryology,” (cit. n. 7); and Hopwood, “Producing Development” (cit. n. 7).
their drawings, photographs, or specimens, they now made original models themselves. By 1890 plastic reconstruction was anatomists’ main means of visualizing the complex structures of higher vertebrate embryos, and dozens of waxes were among the most important products of leading embryologists’ research.

The final section of the essay asks how, if modeling was so central, it later became invisible. His’s interest in the proximate causes of form inspired Roux, who with some reservations also took up the “simple experiments.” But experimentalists tended to use the wax models only for teaching and to disparage the work that produced them as “merely descriptive.” Historians of biology, interested in the transformation of embryology around 1900 as a paradigm of the making of modern biology, have reinforced this dismissal. Although they have worked against experimentalist condescension, the very agenda of searching for the origins of the new biology has obscured continuing embryological activity in the medical science of anatomy. The major exclusions were productive lines of work in the descriptive embryology of the higher vertebrates, especially humans, in which plastic reconstruction played a constitutive role well into the twentieth century.11

The different embryological traditions not only appropriated His’s modeling practices in opposing ways; they also produced correspondingly divergent histories of his work. Human embryologists honor him as the founder of their science and the inventor of plastic reconstruction—very much the figure of Seffner’s bust. By contrast, experimental embryologists and historians of biology produced the dominant image of, on the one hand, a precursor of Entwicklungsmechanik and, on the other, an inventor of the microtome. Biographical accounts, most of them written by anatomists, include all of these innovations, but without bringing out their connections.12 By taking His’s wax models seriously, this essay shows how modeling, mechanism, and the microtome were once united in his studies of the chick; how different successor traditions, including one that the models can help us recover, appropriated them selectively; and how as a result they produced different partial images of the embryo. More generally, it argues that heeding scientists’ production and uses of models in three dimensions can transform our accounts of scientific change.


“SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS” IN DEVELOPMENT

In a speech at the University of Basel in 1869, His gave an account of the relations of his recent research to the major tendencies that were competing for control of his field. He described how morphological and physiological approaches to the organization of living beings had become estranged since the articulation in the late 1840s of a physicalist physiology that denied the scientifcity of the morphologists’ comparative method. Twenty years later the “modern” physiologists—Hermann Helmholtz, Carl Ludwig, Emil du Bois-Reymond, and Ernst Brücke—prided themselves on having made physiology a field of applied physics, but morphologists accused them of giving up on animal organization. Embryology, the science on which His was focusing his efforts, was a case in point. The new physiologists could gain no causal understanding of development from the morphologists’ series of forms and deemed the whole problem recalcitrant to physical analysis, at least in the short term. They abandoned it to anatomists and zoologists, many of whom found a rich field of investigation in the development of tissues and cells. The rise of Darwinism in the 1860s, His explained, had temporarily eclipsed this dispute by appearing to give developmental series a genealogical explanation, derived ultimately from the physiological principles of inheritance and adaptation. Haeckel, the Jena zoologist and champion of Darwinismus, claimed that he could explain individual development according to the “biogenetic law” as the accelerated recapitulation of the evolutionary development of the species. His accepted the fact of evolution but doubted this simple parallelism; above all, he rejected Haeckel’s claim to have provided a physiological explanation of the facts of embryology. Against it, he promoted the other major new approach to studying development, his own recent application of the new physiology to embryos. Rejecting ultimate phylogenetic explanations of ontogeny, he instead sought the proximate causes by which one stage of development transformed itself into the next, and he found them in the forces set up by differential growth. His’s speech was an early shot in a key battle over how to study embryos that by the mid 1870s had escalated into an acrimonious controversy. The basic conflict over approaches to embryology was exacerbated by His’s accusation that his enemy forged pictures of embryos to suit his theories and complicated by the wider implications of Haeckel’s propagandizing for the relationships between scientists, their publics, and the state. I focus here on enriching our understanding of His’s enterprise. How, in the face of the rising popularity of Haeckel’s phylogenetic embryology, did he use mechanical demonstrations to persuade life scientists to back his alternative?13

The son of a silk merchant from an old Basel family, in the early to mid 1850s His had studied in Berlin with Johannes Müller and Robert Remak and in Würzburg with Albert Kölliker and Rudolf Virchow. Appointed in 1857 to the chair of anatomy and physiology in his hometown, he initially continued exploring the histological questions in which Virchow, especially, had stimulated an interest. In the mid 1860s he was studying the development of the chick with a view to removing the exceptions to Remak’s germ-layer doc-

trine that remained obstacles to a comprehensive linking of embryology and histology; instead, he was led to revise it completely. I will not examine his daring and controversial “parablast” theory but focus on the second of the two major claims he made in a series of publications between 1866 and 1875: that the development of form could be traced back to mechanical principles governed by a general law of growth. His presented the case at length in an 1868 monograph on the early development of the chick in the egg. It was enough for Ludwig to bring him to a chair of anatomy in Leipzig in 1872, but too dry and expensive to compete with Haeckel’s bestsellers. So in the winter of 1874–1875 His targeted a brilliant polemic at his Jena neighbor’s most recent embryological popularization. Dedicated to Ludwig and written as a series of letters to His’s nephew, the physiologist Friedrich Miescher, *Unsere Körperform und das physiologische Problem ihrer Entstehung* is a critique of embryological phylogenizing and a sustained argument that the development of the “form of our body” is a physiological problem.

Years later His would deploy geological analogies to support his mechanical approach, but he began by modeling the germinal disc of embryology on the imperfectly elastic plate of analytical mechanics. Different regions of the germ grew at unequal rates, he noted, and the resulting pressures forced changes in shape. The slower-growing periphery resisted the expansion of the faster-growing central region, causing the surplus material to be thrown up into the system of crisscrossing folds that divided the embryo into the major anatomical regions. The distribution of growth for each species, even each individual, was described by a law that could in principle be expressed as a function dependent on shape, time, and other variables, such as temperature and the chemical composition of the medium. His had the Basel mathematician Eduard Hagenbach derive an equation for “the change in form of an imperfectly elastic plate, of which the different parts grow unequally.” Though His recognized that he was far from solving the growth equations that he insisted must express the development of a chick or a human being, he judged not just that they would turn out to be simple but that “the formulae of the growth laws for all beings of the living creation stand in wonderfully simple relation to each other.” He declared that “the higher the growth maximum, the smaller the initial temporal and the larger the middle spatial gradient, the more perfectly must the organism develop.” He supposed that the female body was more juvenile than the male because the temporal gradient of the law of growth was steeper; if one of two individuals had a higher maximum and thus a steeper

---

14 Already in 1865 His had reflected on the role of mechanical forces in directing the formation of tissues, especially fibrous connective tissues, of different structures. A growing striated muscle generated different mechanical forces from a growing eye; and the formation, respectively, of a tendon and a concentric capsule could, he argued, be accounted for in terms of the different pressures to which the associated connective tissues had been subjected. See Wilhelm His, *Die Häute und Höhlen des Körpers* (Basel, 1865), rpt. in *Archiv für Anatomie und Physiologie* (Anatomische Abteilung), 1903, pp. 368–404. His first outlined the growth law in “Über die erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes (Fortsetzung),” *Verhandlungen der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Basel*, 1868, 4:617–639. Biographical information is taken from the works cited in note 12, above.

15 Wilhelm His, *Untersuchungen über die erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes: Die erste Entwickelung des Hühnchens im Ei* (Leipzig, 1868) (hereafter cited as His, *Erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes*); and His, *Unsere Körperform*. Praising His to the ministry, the medical faculty followed Ludwig’s lead and wrote that “the drawings and models through which he represents the contents of his anatomical investigations attest as much to a keenly mechanical conception as they show his desire for artistic perfection.” See undated copy of letter [Feb./Mar. 1872] in Universitätarchiv Leipzig: Personalkarte 1405 (Wilhelm His), Bl. 2; and Zirnstein, “Wilhelm His” (cit. n. 12). A small group of anatomists in the 1850s and 1860s was closely aligned with the new physiologists, especially Ludwig, and applied mechanics to the forms of bodily structures, particularly the human locomotor apparatus and the circulation of the blood; see Nyhart, *Biology Takes Form*, pp. 80–84. His was part of this network: in Basel, Christoph Theodor Aebly had been his prosector; in Leipzig, he succeeded E. H. Weber and became the close colleague of the other full professor of anatomy, Wilhelm Braune.
decline of the function, then, he reckoned, it would have more nervous system and be cleverer but weak, while the other would have more musculature and be less intelligent but strong.\footnote{16}

In its sweeping vision of the organization of the animal kingdom and bourgeois society, His's law of growth (Grundgesetz des Wachstums) was quite as ambitious as Haeckel's biogenetic law (biogenetisches Grundgesetz). But the elastic plate and the growth law remained abstractions. To make the approach a convincing alternative, His would have to use the rather limited resources at his disposal to demonstrate concretely the relevance of mechanics to embryology. The physicalist physiologists investigated just those activities of living organisms that were central to the burgeoning industrial economy; Ludwig and his comrades in arms had modeled processes in living organisms in terms of the mechanical engineering devices they had learned about at the Berlin Physical Society in the 1840s. Helmholtz represented the nervous system as a telegraph, the eye as a photometer, and the ear as a tuning-fork interrupter with attached resonators.\footnote{17} The distance between muscles working instruments in physiological laboratories and muscles working machines in factories was routinely traversed, but in the 1860s the gap between the factory and the embryological laboratory was still huge. His could, then, have no reasonable expectation of finding machines that would allow him to do for the development of form what the physiologists were doing for muscle contraction and nervous conduction. At best he might make a mechanical approach to embryology credible by overturning the prejudices among anatomists that mechanical methods were hopelessly crude and among physiologists that development was hopelessly complex.

His taught his readers to see the formation of the chick embryo mechanically, inviting them to imagine that they were bending and folding layers of embryonic tissue. In Unsere \textit{Körperform} he introduced successively younger stages, showing how readers might run development backward by grasping the edges of the germ and pulling them apart; the embryo, he argued, developed by the same movements in reverse. He described the formation of the central nervous system as the production of a tube from a plate of tissue. More rapid growth in the central region of the embryo and in the upper germ layer caused it to fold. Two longitudinal folds approached each other in the dorsal midline so as to enclose a tube between them. The tube separated off, and the continuity of the plate that now covered it was restored. To reverse the process — to go from a two-day-old to a one-day-old embryo — the tube had to be slit open along its whole length, the walls spread out

\footnote{16} His, \textit{Erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes}, pp. 183–224, on pp. 194, 212, 218; on individual differences see His, \textit{Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes} (cit. n. 14), p. 634. It is certainly possible that His was inspired by geology — as a student he attended Bernhard Studer's lectures in Bern — but beyond reference to "mountain and valley folds" there are no geological analogies in the works I discuss in this section. For an early comment on geology see "On the Principles of Animal Morphology, by Professor Wilhelm His of Leipzig: Letter to Mr John Murray, V.P.R.S. Ed.," \textit{Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh}, 1887–1888, 15:287–298, on p. 294, rpt. in \textit{The Interpretation of Animal Form: Essays by Jeffries Wyman, Carl Gegenbaur, E. Ray Lankester, Henri Lacaze Duthiers, Wilhelm HIs, and H. Newell Martin}, 1868–1888, ed. and trans. William Coleman (New York: Johnson, 1967), pp. 167–178. His's only extended discussion of parallels to geology, the late article "Über mechanische Grundvorgänge tierischer Formenbildung," \textit{Arch. Anat. Physiol.}, 1894, pp. 1–80, draws mostly on geological work, especially of the Zurich professor Albert Heim, that was not published until the late 1870s. Interestingly, His not only discussed similarities in patterns of bending and folding but also mentioned the models produced by Heim's students; see Wilhelm His, \textit{Anatomie menschlicher Embryonen}, 3 vols., Vol. 3: \textit{Zur Geschichte der Organe} (Leipzig, 1885), p. 5. On geological modeling see Mott T. Greene, \textit{Geology in the Nineteenth Century: Changing Views of a Changing World} (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ. Press, 1982).

\footnote{17} Lenoir, "Models and Instruments" (cit. n. 9); Lenoir, "Helmholtz and the Materialities of Communication" (cit. n. 9); and Robert M. Brain, "The Graphic Method: Inscription, Visualization, and Measurement in Nineteenth-Century Science and Culture" (Ph.D. diss., UCLA, 1996), Ch. 2.
flat, and the pockets at the ends evened up (Figures 1A and 1B). Similar bending and folding movements accounted for the formation of the basic plan of the embryonic body and the major organs. The same small set of “paradigms” recurred again and again.  

To establish the plausibility of explaining embryogenesis on mechanical principles, His suggested a series of “simple experiments,” physical models in everyday materials such as paper, rubber, leather, and lead plate that mimicked the shape changes of the developing germ layers and organs. For example, he explained the development of the central nervous system by modeling it using a rubber tube with moderately elastic walls and a relatively wide bore. The characteristic spindle-shaped gaping of the developing medullary (neural) tube (Figure 1A) was just what one obtained by slitting a rubber tube along part of its length and applying a convex bend (Figure 1C). More elaborately, His used the same rubber tube model to explain the formation, by folding perpendicular to the axis, of the major divisions of the brain. The most anterior fold was produced by longitudinal growth of the medullary tube while it was attached to the foregut; this could be imitated exactly by pulling back the open end of a rubber tube with a twill thread. The “ears” that the fold produced in the tube corresponded to the optic vesicles (Figures 2A through 2C). He further modeled the future ventral parts folding under the central region, and so closing the em-

---

18 His, *Unsere Körperform*, pp. 1–17; for “paradigms” see p. 83.
bryonic body, by folding a letter. The impossibility of closing it completely was like that of trying to fold a letter around a larger piece of stiff card or—better—could be demonstrated on a leather embryo containing a wire frame. Upper and lower germ layers separated like two pieces of paper loosely stuck by their flat surfaces when light pressure was exerted on the edges. His modeled the interdependence of the formation of the anterior embryonic fold and increasing longitudinal folding in lead plate. To model the segmentation into blocks (somites) of the bands of mesoderm on either side of the embryonic backbone (notochord), he fixed one edge of a band of leather or cloth along a concave line so that the free edge crinkled into a zigzag; crinkling made the less elastic somitic plate break up into the individual somites (Figure 3). Pressing a lump of wax or clay together with four fingers showed how the secondary succeed the primary facial structures.19

His claimed that, though crude, the forms he produced in rubber, leather, paper, lead, and clay were sufficiently similar to the developing embryo that the same basic mechanical processes must be involved. Beyond demonstrating that the germinal disc, in spite of a texture like wet paper, had some elasticity, he did no experiments to test his growth law on the embryo itself. The Zurich physiologist Adolf Fick suggested some that he might

---

19 His, Erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes, pp. 46, 154, 61, 78, 82, 138. For the term “simple experiments” see ibid., pp. 52, 72, 87; and His, Unsere Körperform, p. 48. For the rubber tube model of the nervous system see His, Erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes, pp. 87, 105; and His, Unsere Körperform, pp. 93–104.
try—cutting into the edge of the germ or local heating with electric wires to change the rate of growth—but His did not take them up. He raised no objection in principle, but it is unlikely that such experiments would have succeeded; chick embryos would later be found rather intolerant of mechanical intervention. He was more concerned to finish his descriptive work, or perhaps he was waiting for a more positive reception before he took the mechanical investigations further.20

The notoriously hostile response His received from Haeckel has tended to overshadow quieter voices of qualified support. The physiologists Fick, Ludwig, and Miescher were actually enthusiastic about his work, as was the anonymous reviewer in the British Journal of Anatomy. Several anatomists and physiologists praised the mechanical approach, but most considered that His overestimated the importance of larger mechanical forces at the expense of those specific activities of the cells that were determined by the poorly understood laws of development. In an early review the sympathetic Kiel physiologist Victor Hensen could “perceive in these mechanical relationships only the wheel on the machine

20 For the elasticity test see His, Unsere Körperform, pp. 48–49. The correspondence with Adolf Fick, which began in Feb. 1867, is quoted in Rudolf Fick, “Wilhelm His” (cit. n. 12), pp. 190–191.
which is used now this way, and now another.” In the second edition of his standard textbook, Kölliker warmly agreed with His’s general premises but objected that he highlighted “mechanical moments” in the blastoderm as a whole while neglecting the more important growth, shape-changing, and secretory activities of its elementary parts. More specifically, Kölliker was led by His’s “comparisons with rubber tubes, etc.,” and “his vivid descriptions of the effects of mechanical moments in early development” to observe “that there is doubtless in the whole animal kingdom hardly a tissue to which less elasticity could be ascribed than the germinal membrane of the chick egg.”

While the mild critics declared their solidarity with His’s aims but found his methods inadequate, zoologists and comparative anatomists who based their work on the theory of descent attacked him as wrong in principle. Haeckel led his colleagues in the Jena bastion of Darwinism, other scientific friends at home and abroad, and sympathetic journalists into battle. The most polemical of many attacks was Ziele und Wege der heutigen Entwicklungs geschichte [Aims and Approaches in Embryology Today], Haeckel’s riposte to Unsere Körperform. He satirically contrasted the crudity of his opponent’s theories with “the infinitely fine and complex nature of the mechanical problem.” While phylogeny saw in rudimentary organs the atrophied remains of parts of the body that evolution had taken out of service, His had described them as ‘‘embryological residues, comparable to the waste which in cutting out a dress cannot be completely avoided however economically the material is used’’... Hell’s rags then, which the cunning dressmaker ‘nature’ puts on one side and throws behind the oven, into the ‘chimney-corner’ [Hölle, also ‘hell’]!”

The “envelope theory” was no less funny, the “rubber tube theory” if possible still cruder. Playing on the concerns even of more conciliatory critics, and appealing to their snobbery, Haeckel’s jibes derided His’s simple experiments as reducing nature to the level of an artisan. But Haeckel’s deeper argument was that, without phylogeny, even the most sophisticated account of ontogeny would be powerless to explain where the bendings and foldings came from. His had tried to trick out his growth law in evolutionary costume, Haeckel said, but he insisted that embryologists had to take sides. Behind him, and mostly behind the scenes, stood his anatomist colleague in Jena, Carl Gegenbaur. For example,


22 Ernst Haeckel, Ziele und Wege der heutigen Entwicklungs geschichte (Jena, 1875), p. 27; he is quoting His, Erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes, p. 56.

he took the Swiss zoologist, veteran materialist, and convert to Darwinism Carl Vogt to task for highlighting points of agreement with His in the Frankfurter Zeitung, a prominent liberal newspaper. Giving Haeckel qualified support were the likes of the British comparative embryologist Francis Balfour; amplifying Haeckel’s polemics for a wide readership were popularizers such as the zoologist-journalist Otto Zacharias, who derided “His’s nonsense” in the Darwinist family magazine Ausland.24

The power of Haeckel and Gegenbaur over German zoology and anatomy in the decades after Darwin has often been exaggerated. Haeckel’s highly controversial popular success did not win the general approval of his peers — nor did it ultimately translate into many chairs for his students. Yet during the 1870s phylogenizing was nevertheless all the rage; his theories appealed especially to younger zoologists competing in a suddenly crowded job market because they could give relatively narrow studies, often employing the new microtomes, wider significance.25 It is to the microtome that I now turn, asking why His opposed not only Haeckel-style theorizing but also the way the youngsters used an instrument he was himself famous for applying to embryos.

**RECONSTRUCTING THE WHOLE**

The most striking difference between Karl Ernst von Baer’s classic treatise on the development of the chick in the egg of 1828 and the monograph on the same topic that His dedicated to the old master forty years later was the revolution in tissue preparation that His’s book exemplified and promoted. Von Baer had opened the eggs, macerated the tissues a little in water, and pulled them apart with needles while observing under a simple magnifying glass. His marveled at what his illustrious predecessor had seen but sought by the first systematic use of serial sections to make new discoveries on this classical material.26 So at the resolutions in which he was interested he no longer confronted an embryo that could be manipulated under a magnifying glass but dozens of tissue slices. To visualize vividly the bending and folding of embryonic tissues that his simple experiments set out

24 Carl Vogt, “Wissenschaftliche und unwissenschaftliche Bücherei,” Frankfurter Zeitung, 31 Mar. 1875, pp. 1–2. Gegenbaur reported to Haeckel that he had tackled Vogt, who had recently visited him, about his article in the Frankfurter Zeitung and elicited a storm of protest. I assume that it was especially the treatment of His in this review that was at issue. See Gegenbaur to Haeckel, 5 Apr. 1875, Ernst-Haeckel-Haus. F. M. Balfour, A Monograph on the Development of the Elasmobranch Fishes (London, 1878), pp. iv–v. M. F. [Balfour’s teacher Michael Foster?], “His on Morphological Causation,” Nature, 1875, 12:328, made a similar objection to Hensen, but much more negatively. Defending His’s work on the power of differential growth to generate form, D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson could “well remember the harsh criticism, and even contempt, which His’s doctrine met with, not merely on the ground that it was inadequate, but because such explanation was deemed wholly inappropriate, and was utterly disavowed”; see D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson, On Growth and Form (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1917), p. 56. Otto Zacharias, “Ziele und Wege der heutigen Entwickelungsgeschichte,” Ausland, 1876, 49:29–32, on p. 30.

25 Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, pp. 193–204.

26 His described Baer’s technique in Erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes, p. 180. For an excellent survey of embryology between Baer and His see Churchill, “Rise of Classical Descriptive Embryology” (cit. n. 6); on earlier investigations of the chick embryo see Anne Bäumer-Schleinkofer, Die Geschichte der beobachtenden Embryologie: Die Hühnchenentwicklung als Studienobjekte über zwei Jahrtausende (Frankfurt am Main: Lang, 1993). One of the discoveries with which His’s monograph has been credited is of the neural crest; see Sven Hörstadius, The Neural Crest: Its Properties and Derivatives in the Light of Experimental Research (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1950), p. 3, rpt. in Brian K. Hall, The Neural Crest: Including a Facsimile Reprint of The Neural Crest by Sven Hörstadius (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1988). A notebook documenting His’s analyses, embryo by embryo, for about a year from the summer of 1866 promises to shed new light on the making of his monograph on the chick, but it came into my hands too late to be used here; see Nick Hopwood and Jaroslav Slípka, “‘Embryologia 1866’: Discovery of Wilhelm His’s Notebook on the Development of the Chick in the Egg,” Physiological Society Magazine, Summer 1998, no. 31, pp. 13–14.
to mimic, he invented a method of reconstructing whole embryos from the sections. Plastic reconstruction, he argued, would recover the immediate apprehension of form that he supposed von Baer to have enjoyed and allow his successors once again to "give body" to their views.

Scientists had cut sections—even with section cutters—before, but new microtomes and associated improvements in methods of specimen preparation broke down skepticism toward the instruments and made sectioning much more complete and routine. His's own machine, though briefly the most effective, was never widely used and rapidly lost out to other designs that exploded onto the market. From the 1870s sections were regularly produced by a long and tedious sequence of operations that might include hardening, fixing, staining, embedding, sectioning, arrangement on a slide, and inclusion in Canada balsam. Within fifteen years the American zoologist Charles Otis Whitman could claim for the microtome "a place in the zoological laboratory second in importance only to the microscope itself." The microtome symbolizes a transformation in the practice of microscopy, a sea change in the experience of laboratory work in the life sciences, and a reorientation of the objects of research from living organisms in their environments to the internal topography of fixed and sectioned specimens. It was credited with making possible an extraordinary accumulation of embryological knowledge. But the wealth of detail revealed by the new histology appeared to many contemporaries and subsequent historians to have been bought at an exorbitant price. E. S. Russell noted that "the tyro" could "confirm in a day what von Baer . . . had taken weeks of painful endeavour to discover" but voiced an elitist lament that the consequent "democratisation of morphology" had produced such "an evil heritage of detailed and unintelligent work." Contemporary protests from older zoologists and anatomists are legion: through mindless sectioning their students were alienating themselves from life. These critics identified two distinct dimensions of impoverishment: loss of the capacity to visualize whole organisms, and loss of an appreciation for how they functioned in environments. Both are instantiated in Haeckel's complaint that "the next generation of 'scientific zoologists' will know only cross-sections and stained tissues, but neither whole animals nor their mode of life!"27

Exploring the variety of zoological work carried out in Germany in the 1880s and 1890s, Lynn Nyhart has shown that although "slice-and-stain" problems remained popular training exercises, plenty of zoologists continued to investigate animals' relations to their environments. I wish to draw attention to an attempt to make good the other main loss experienced by anatomists and zoologists: visual alienation from the form of whole animals. The septuagenarian Munich zoologist Carl Theodor von Siebold complained in the early 1880s to the Freiburg anatomist Alexander Ecker that young zoologists could imagine a worm only in the form of series of sections, that they had utterly lost the picture of the whole animal. Though it at first appears paradoxical, His—the man who invented a machine capable of generating scores of sections a week—agreed wholeheartedly with Siebold about the danger of losing the capacity to visualize the whole. Indeed, in the very paper in which he described the microtome, His claimed that its principal advantage over cutting with a knife was that it made serial sectioning possible and that this permitted the three-dimensional reconstruction of whole embryos from the sections. I quote the passage in full. First

---

27 C. O. Whitman, Methods of Research in Microscopical Anatomy and Embryology (Boston, 1885), p. 2; Russell, Form and Function (cit. n. 6), p. 268; and Haeckel to Carl Theodor von Siebold, 5 Mar. 1881, in Georg Uschmann, Ernst Haeckel: Biographie in Briefen (Leipzig: Urania, 1983), p. 158. On the microtome see also the works cited in note 6, above.
comes the well-known advertisement for the rapidity of the instrument: “I have been using it since 1866, and have in this time probably prepared with it over 5,000 sections. Without the apparatus I would, like others, have doubtless been able to prepare some nice sections, only certainly not this great number. I have thus gained time and besides that also material.” His then explains that being able to make complete series of sections is worth more than speed: “Only higher than this, in itself very important advantage, I rate the consideration that the apparatus has allowed me a precision in working that would never have been possible in sectioning by hand. That is to say, it has made it possible for me to gain uninterrupted series of sections of the investigated objects.” Only in the early 1880s did it become possible to cut sections in long ribbons; to produce serial sections His had to collect each slide and arrange them all in order, one at a time. Why was this so desirable?

Gaining plastic views through synthetic combinations of sectional images is indisputably a long and tiring detour, but it is not to be avoided whenever the objects are too fine to reveal their relief to us directly. Anyone who takes the trouble to give body to his views [seinen Anschauungen . . . Körper zu geben] in a malleable material [such as] in wax or in clay will soon discover how important the uninterruptedness of the sections is for such reconstructions of plastic views and sectional images.28

The greatest advantage of the microtome was that it produced sections suitable for making models. His promoted plastic reconstruction with a nostalgic rhetoric. The early embryologists, Caspar Friedrich Wolff in the mid-eighteenth century and von Baer in the early nineteenth, “saw bodily [körperlich; also ‘materially,’ ‘corporeally’] and dissected bodily,” and in this respect they had had the advantage over his own generation. Things changed with the rise of the microscope and of sectioning. The pathbreaking works of the early 1850s—especially of His’s own embryology teacher, Remak—had marked the start of “a period in which people often lost contact with bodily perception [körperlichen Anschauung]” and allowed the description of sections to take the place of bodily representations of form. His later acknowledged that the microtome had encouraged this “temptation.”29 But sectioning, he would repeatedly remind anatomists and zoologists, was necessary only because the smallness of the objects of interest made physical dissection impracticable, and yet they were too large and opaque for direct microscopical observation of their interiors. The methods of plastic reconstruction that he had developed would allow scientists to “give body” to visual understanding and so return—in richer detail—to the lost world of the pioneers.

In the 1868 monograph His presented cross- and longitudinal sections as well as surface views (Figure 4). But just looking through sections, he argued, did not enable one to build three-dimensional images in the mind. Rather, the preparation of the sections should be regarded as but the first step in an elaborate process of three-dimensional representation.30 He imagined himself as an architect visualizing the shape of a building from a plan view

30 His, Erste Anlage des Wirbeltierleibes, pp. 180–182, describes the procedure.
Figure 4. Stage 5 (two-day) chick embryo. (A) Cross-sections; (B) longitudinal sections; (C) surface view. From Wilhelm His, Untersuchungen über die erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes: Die erste Entwicklung des Hühnchens im Ei (Leipzig, 1868), Plates 7, 5, and 12. (By permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library.)
and elevations. The ideal would have been to view an embryo whole and then to investigate both cross- and longitudinal sections. But since no specimen could actually be sectioned twice, this had to be achieved indirectly. Before sectioning he drew the embryo in surface view, and after cutting, for example, cross-sections drew each section to the same magnification with the help of a camera lucida. His designed a special drawing apparatus that offered a convenient range of magnifications. But his major innovation was a method of “projective construction” for producing images of longitudinal or frontal sections from these cross-sectional drawings. He divided a piece of paper into parallel zones, each representing the thickness of a single section, and drew in a baseline, in the case of a sagittal construction the profile of the back with the appropriate curvature. Now he used a pair of compasses or callipers to measure on the cross-sectional drawings the various distances from the baseline of organs such as the medullary tube or the aorta and marked these in the correct places on the paper. The simplest way to do this was to plot for each section the points at which a particular line crossed the contours of the organs and to join the dots to produce a sagittal sectional image (Figure 5). The process could be repeated to make a series of longitudinal sections. It was also possible to project the whole of each cross-section at once and, after joining the dots, to add shading to produce a three-dimensional drawing. In this way, His regularly produced both frontal and profile constructions of cross-sectioned embryos, often focusing on particular organ systems or parts of the body. But the all-important next step was to use the drawings to make a model.

In the late eighteenth century wax models of the development of the chick were produced at La Specola in Florence and in Paris by André Pinson, modeler to the duc d’Orléans. His’s models differed not just in their purpose and audience but especially in exploiting sectional images. They were possible, however, only because he could draw on the skills of earlier modelers. His learned to model in wax from the leading embryological modeler Adolf Ziegler (1820–1889), who had qualified as an apothecary and then in medicine and settled as a physician in Freiburg in Baden. There he was employed as a zootomical Assistent under Ecker from 1854 to 1868, when he left his university job to devote himself to modeling full time. He subsequently dated the founding of his Studio for Scientific Modeling (Atelier für wissenschaftliche Plastik) to 1852, when he sold a series of twenty-five models on the development of the frog. By the mid 1860s, several series later, any embryologist looking for help with modeling would have turned to Ziegler. For His, only a few miles down the road in Basel, it would have been especially easy to avail himself of the modeler’s time. Unsatisfied with his own early efforts in lead and leather, His confessed that it had not been for “the tried and tested Freiburg artist” he might have given up: “I was made familiar by him with the manipulation of modeling clay and of wax, and in joint work we manufactured a series of models from specimens and sections, in the preparation of which we strove for the greatest possible accuracy and fidelity.” Ziegler reproduced and marketed a series of models on the early development of the chick to complement the plates of serial sections with which His illustrated the 1868 monograph. Thirteen mounted whole embryos at 40-fold linear magnification (about 30 cm high, including stands) correspond to stages 3–5 and 7–9 of the ten stages of embryogenesis that His had distinguished (Figures 6 and 7). Models of the earlier stages (the top row in Figure 6) were translucent, and when viewed against the light they were supposed to recreate the effect given by the embryo as light shone through it. Colored waxes differentiated germ layers and organs. The extra models were cut away to show internal systems, and ten additional organ models focused on the development of the brain, heart, and gut in the
Figure 5. Projective construction of a median section from a series of cross-sections. (A) Section through neck of a lizard embryo (c–d, guideline; x–y, line along which section is to be reconstructed). (B) Reconstruction of median section, with guideline left and points giving positions at which lines x–y cut the contours of the organs (the section shown in [A] corresponds to the eighth line from the top). (C) The points have been joined by straight lines. This method is based on Wilhelm His, Untersuchungen über die erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes: Die erste Entwicklung des Hühnchens im Ei (Leipzig, 1868), but the guidelines, at least, represent a more recent modification; he used the dorsal boundary of the embryo as a reference line. From Karl Peter, Die Methoden der Rekonstruktion (Jena: Fischer, 1906), Figures 21, 24, and 25. (Courtesy of the Anatomy Department Library, University of Cambridge.)
Figure 6. His-Ziegler wax models of the development of the chick. From Friedrich Ziegler, Embryologische Wachsmodelle (Freiburg in Baden, probably 1920s). (Courtesy of the Medizinhistorisches Institut der Universität Bern.)
later stages. These internal views show most clearly how much His and Ziegler had gained over Pinson by taking the detour via the sections.\textsuperscript{31}

The campaign for modeling in anatomy that His waged for the next three decades offers a passionate argument for doubly embodied knowledge: insight a scientist gained through his body by “giving body” to his views. Rejecting passive contemplation, he argued that those who wished to grasp anatomical structure must actively engage in working through a reconstruction, reproducing the relationships they wished to understand. They must work not only with their brain and eyes but also with their hands. And they must not only draw but produce solid objects too. Taking what was by then a standard argument for drawing into the third dimension, His insisted that “one is within one’s rights to demand that embryological researchers know, just as with the pencil, so also with the modeling spatula,

how to give their conceptions of the spatial relationship of the represented parts plastic form and to adjust their descriptions accordingly.” He modeled freehand but checked and corrected dimensions with a pair of callipers, using iron spatulas and spoons to add wax or take it away. Working on the same object from different aspects over a period of weeks built up a three-dimensional mental image. There was no substitute for this experience. If drawings were good, then drawing was held to be better; similarly, the modeler His agreed with the artist Ecker that “the pictures in the memory that have once made their way through the hand stick much more firmly in the head.”

Nevertheless, as with drawings so with models: not only was the process believed to transform the producer; the products were held to be indispensable in communicating with others who had not subjected themselves to this discipline. His relied on the models to give readers of the monograph the physical images that he argued the plates of serial sections alone could not supply. “As easy as it is to demonstrate the relationship of the anlage of the lung to the anlage of the liver on good models,” he complained, “as difficult is it to give a clear presentation with words.” The anatomist Wilhelm Waldeyer from Breslau drew attention to the “excellent” models, “which should contribute to understanding of the in many cases completely new views” that His presented. His also used the models in making the three-dimensional drawings with which he illustrated Unsere Körperform (compare Figures 1A and 1B with Figure 6), specifically to shade the surface of the body. As a result, the visual language of the book contrasts strikingly with that of another chick-based introduction to embryology that had appeared a few months before. Michael Foster and Francis Balfour based their textbook on Foster’s course in Cambridge. Intended for a narrower, student, audience with access to chick embryos and microscopes, it is less heavily illustrated than His’s volume and uses mainly drawings of sections, several of them diagrammatic. Conventionally, the authors preferred “a simple razor . . . held in the hand” over a “section instrument,” and they highlighted particular planes in which individual sections would be “most instructive.” They nevertheless achieved images of three-dimensional structure by viewing the embryo under the microscope or a simple lens as an opaque and especially as a transparent object (whole mount). Yet the pictures His based on the models are much bolder and more detailed, giving the uninitiated reader without access to embryos or models an unprecedentedly vivid view of the developing chick. And he and Ziegler promoted the models so successfully that in the coming decades nearly every student of embryology—and certainly those in Cambridge—learned the development of the chick from them. His had trouble propagating his views, but not because the waxes failed to travel.

---


34 Michael Foster and Francis M. Balfour, The Elements of Embryology (London, 1874), pp. 250–251. For discussion of the illustrations in this work in relation to the problem of visualization in three dimensions see the anonymous review in J. Anat. Physiol., 1875, 9:186–189, on pp. 188–189. When Adam Sedgwick and Walter Heape produced a revised edition in 1883 they asserted that “it is not possible to obtain satisfactory sections of embryos without . . . using a microtome”; see Foster and Balfour, Elements of Embryology, ed. Adam Sedgwick
PLASTIC RECONSTRUCTION AND MECHANICAL REASONING

In addition to abstract mathematical "modeling," we have now seen His making two kinds of material model: reconstructions from sections and "simple experiments." But what could be—and were later often treated as—two distinct kinds of model were for him just two modes in which he modeled, the ends of a spectrum of uses. Not only did plastic reconstruction give His insight into and communicate developing form; it was central to his mechanical approach to development. He devised reconstructive modeling continuously with making the simple experiments, and he rated the activity of reconstruction among the strongest evidence for mechanical principles in embryogenesis.

We can distinguish His's mechanical models, the folded paper and the rubber tubes, from the plastic reconstructions in wax. The former were designed to mimic morphogenetic processes as vividly as possible, the latter to visualize three-dimensional structure as accurately as he could. For example, in the case of the gaping medullary folds, he used a slit and bent rubber tube to model the process and in the same passage where he described the slitting and bending appealed to a reconstructive model as showing more clearly than looking through sections that the surface of the embryo was indeed convex. In modeling static form, the wax model need not be, and generally was not, built by a process claimed to be nature's own way. But though analytically separable, His's production of the two kinds of model was continuous. Before Ziegler taught him to model in wax, he had used leather and lead plate. The lead models in Figure 8 show stages in the progressive folding of the body; they simultaneously demonstrate mechanical principles and represent form. But these materials, though flexible, apparently did not allow His to show structure sufficiently accurately; he found even these results "too crude to satisfy" and turned to the more malleable wax.35 Lacking the mechanical properties of leather and lead, it was used principally for making very accurate reconstructions.

The point is not simply that, for His in the late 1860s, modeling could be one activity with two linked uses, representing form and demonstrating mechanical processes. It is, further, that he assigned to modeling in general a crucial role in grasping mechanical principles. Claiming that he had arrived at his physiological embryology through modeling, from which he had "gained quite unexpected insight into the relations of form and of growth," he reported on what, specifically, he had learned from plastic reconstruction about the mechanics of development: "The consequences of the principle of folding impose themselves in the course of such work with a much more irresistible force than through the mere contemplation of sections." We could object that, while this may have been true

35 His, *Erste Anlage des Wirbelhierleibes*, p. 87 (rubber tube); and His, "Methoden der plastischen Rekonstruktion" (cit. n. 29), p. 384 (quotation).

for His, many before him had presented development mechanically without taking the
detour via the sections. One reviewer noted that the very terminology of invagination,
evagination, and folding showed how mechanical early notions of development were.
Von Baer and Theodor Bischoff had argued against a too-mechanical interpretation of processes
that were pure phenomena of growth, but His had shown that growth itself was governed
by mechanical laws.\footnote{His, Erste Anlage des Wirbelthierleibes, pp. vi, 182; and Anon. [Alexander Ecker?], Archiv für Anthropologie, 1870, 4:139.} Plastic reconstruction as His practiced it was not a precondition for
discussing development mechanically—unless, perhaps, one had become estranged from
the form of the whole embryo by contemplating isolated sections.

An eyewitness account of life in His’s laboratory shows how modeling and mechanism
went together in his work. It also makes clear how much the practice of producing wax
models would have to be reformed before it could even suggest mechanical views. The
report is instructive as much for what it says as for the fact that it was Ziegler who wrote
it to—of all people—Haeckel. In the mid 1870s, in the course of negotiations over making
a set of models of the four forms of cleavage and gastrulation that he had described for
the animal kingdom, Haeckel sent Ziegler a copy of Ziele und Wege der heutigen Entwick-
lungsgeschichte. Ziegler told the author of the “two exquisite hours” he had spent with
the spicy and, for many scientists, scandalously offensive tract. It had interested him be-
cause he had “known personally two of the gentlemen named” (read: insulted): the late
Louis Agassiz, idealist professor of zoology at Harvard, and His. Here is Ziegler’s lively
description of His using the simple experiments to get across to one of his key collabor-
ators, Hagenbach, what it was that he wanted to explain mathematically:

His appeared very vividly to my soul this afternoon as I read your Aims and Approaches. I sat
beside him for a long time on that occasion in Basel when he had the university mathematicus
come to determine with him the formula of growth; the stocky fat gentleman comprehended
only with difficulty, and they made drawings, folded letters and finally experimented with the
calf’s skin nailed on a board, until the two gentlemen at last agreed about things which—I no
longer understood!
Many a physician would have found the mathematics off-putting, but Ziegler’s admission that he had not followed all the discussion was certainly diplomatic. We can glean two crucial points from the report. First, Ziegler’s very presence in the laboratory shows that plastic reconstruction, simple experiments, and deriving equations were all going on simultaneously in one place. His was coordinating these three “modeling” practices in a single approach to development. The second point is that Haeckel, or anyone else, could not only use but even commission wax models without its signifying any commitment to mechanical physiology. His did not claim that looking at or handling a model would compel assent to his mechanical views but, rather, that the experience of modeling should. This Haeckel had not had and did not seek. He had not laboriously constructed the models of gastrulation; he just sent Ziegler an offprint and checked the waxes the modeler made from the plates. This kind of relationship, sometimes involving specimens as well, was standard before anatomists adopted plastic reconstruction and so became modelers themselves. Until this happened, even potentially sympathetic scientists could hardly come to mechanical views through modeling.

To summarize, His sought to make two kinds of claim: about the changing form of the embryo and about the relevance of mechanical principles to its generation. He made these arguments using a range of models, which showed forms and mechanisms in varying degrees. At one extreme, he purported with the rubber tubes to mimic morphogenetic processes but admitted that they resembled the embryo only very crudely. At the other, he argued that the Ziegler waxes represented developing form with exceptional accuracy — and that in the course of making them he had gained new insight into mechanical moments in embryogenesis. (He also showed that mathematical modeling was possible in principle but did not exploit it in any detail.) The rest of the essay follows the fate of His’s modeling practices among the next generation of embryologists. I begin by showing how anatomists came to accept his claim that in the microtome age they must reconstruct complex forms in three dimensions.

**ANATOMISTS TAKE UP MODELING**

The chick models rapidly joined Ziegler’s earlier nonreconstructive series as regular teaching aids. Anatomists and zoologists readily agreed that models were an effective means of communicating with the less embryologically enculturated, who could not be expected to follow long verbal descriptions or build up a three-dimensional image from sections. But it was not until the mid 1880s that many scientists themselves began to model. How, from such inauspicious beginnings, did plastic reconstruction become the most important research technique in embryological anatomy?

---


38 In Joseph Priestley’s terms, the models were much more easily accepted as “demonstration devices” than as “philosophical instruments”; see Simon Schaffer, “Machine Philosophy: Demonstration Devices in Georgian Mechanics,” Osiris, N.S., 1994, 9:157–182, on p. 158.
Embryologists modeled little in the 1870s, in part simply because microtomes were still not in regular use. They were arguably not worth using until methods of fixation and embedding had improved, and without the plane-parallel sections they produced it was generally acknowledged that no serious reconstruction could be undertaken. His was still giving sermons in the early 1880s about how early human embryos must go under the knife but be analyzed in such a way that a single set of sections could tell a whole story. It was, however, only around this time, with the perfection of the modern method of paraffin sectioning by scientists at the Naples Zoological Station, that “microtomy” became truly routine. Reconstruction from serial sections was one of a raft of methods that allowed anatomists and zoologists to use microtomes efficiently and to the best advantage. Whitman’s text listed it along with the ribbon method of cutting serial sections, definitive ways of fixing sections on slides, section smoothers, and, not least, new fixatives and stains. As microtomes gained ground, His’s appeals had more chance of hitting home. At the same time many younger scientists, especially zoologists, under heavy competitive pressure in the 1870s, were probably sectioning so fast that they had no time to reflect on the alienation from solid forms that so worried their more leisured professors. Embryologists’ resistance to following His into plastic reconstruction was ultimately overcome by his and some younger anatomists’ exploitation of a new method. In the mid 1870s Gustav Born was working under Carl Hasse at Breslau on the evolutionary morphology of the nasal cavities of Amphibia. To grasp their complex form he devised a straightforward method of reconstruction. He produced a magnified copy of the relevant details of each section by transferring outlines of the structures in which he was interested from a drawing to a wax plate about 1 mm thick. The magnification of the drawing matched the increase in thickness that this represented. He then cut away the excess wax and stacked up the plates (Figure 9).

Though it was later agreed to be a technical breakthrough of the first order, several years passed before anyone took up Born’s method. A brief description may have reached only a limited audience because it appeared in a long paper on the nasolaryngeal duct; when the article came out in 1876 anatomists still felt it necessary to justify using a microtome. By the time Born published an extended account in 1883, not only had sectioning become completely routine, but his Würzburg friend Philipp Stöhr had used it to produce and had had Ziegler market models of amphibian brains. Soon other anatomists, especially N. Kastschenko in Leipzig and Born’s one-time Breslau colleague Hans Strasser, then Robert Wiedersheim’s prospector in Freiburg, introduced key technical improvements. Some, such as incorporating the sheets of paper bearing the sectional drawings into wax plates that were rolled rather than poured, made the wax-plate method easier; others, such as guideplanes to facilitate correct mutual orientation of the stacked sections, served

---


Figure 9. Making a wax-plate model of an embryonic lizard brain. (A) Section with guideline at top. The relevant parts of the sections were drawn. (B) Instrumentarium for rolling the plates, including in the middle a lithographer's stone and a rolling pin. Each sectional drawing was incorporated into a plate and excess wax then removed. (C) Diagram of cut-out plate, with “bridges” keeping noncontiguous structures together. (D) Stacked cut-out plates seen from the guideplane side. (E) Stacked plates from the object side. (F) Model produced by removing guides and bridges and smoothing the edges; oil painting was the next and final step. This is the version of the method given by Karl Peter, a protégé of Born, incorporating Hans Strasser's and N. Kastschenko's improvements. From Karl Peter, Die Methoden der Rekonstruktion (Jena: Fischer, 1906), Figures 12, 30, 33, 34, 35, and 36. (Courtesy of the Anatomy Department Library, University of Cambridge.)

all methods (see Figure 9). Strasser began to engage in public discussion of the relative merits of His's ‘free’ modeling and Born’s plate method. His’s own publicity efforts continued, and as a deputy chairman of the new Anatomical Society and host of its first meeting in Leipzig in April 1887 he seized the opportunity to orchestrate a demonstration of his and others' models.41 While His and his younger colleagues cooperated in advertising

41 This is how His described the aims of the session to Strasser: “All in all it seems to me that none of the methods makes the others dispensable. . . . The main purpose of our papers seems to me to be to awaken interest in plastic methods and strongly to stimulate work in this direction.” Wilhelm His to Hans Strasser, 20 Mar. 1887,
the benefits of modeling to the anatomical community, they engaged in spirited debate as to the pros and cons of their respective methods. By gaining anatomists’ attention and then shifting the terms of the discussion from whether to how to model, the Anatomical Society meeting was decisive in making modeling a major research practice of the 1890s and beyond. It also forced the participants to make their methodological assumptions explicit, allowing historians not only to reconstruct why anatomists took up the plate method rather than free modeling but also to gain unusual insight into their attitudes toward these practices. In the end, Born’s approach was accepted as quicker, easier, and more objective but still reconcilable with some anatomists’ strong commitment to what the keen athlete Strasser called “stereometric gymnastics.” His’s free modeling was relegated to the prehistory of plastic reconstruction, though projective construction continued as a graphical method.42

First, and probably most important, Born claimed his method was easier than His’s, which Born thought required “high artistic talent and skill.” Each side accused the other of underestimating their own artistry and hence the hidden difficulties of their method, but His was on the defensive from the start. He admitted that “a certain stereoscopic grasp and a certain practice” were needed for freehand modeling but asked rhetorically whether a beginner could expect to match the achievements of the experienced in any area of research.43 On precisely this key issue the Leipzig demonstration brought Born and Strasser a decisive victory. Born had a student use his method for the very first time and brought the resulting model to the meeting. Mr. Damm had made a chick’s heart. With its thin walls, this was a challenging subject—Born doubted that any was more difficult; it was also one that His had famously modeled. Before the meeting Born had been nervous that Damm would produce nothing worthwhile at all; but he and Strasser now made the most of Damm’s and another assistant’s success. When one of their efforts was placed side-by-side with one of His’s model in Leipzig, Born reported, “There was a striking agreement in all forms and relationships, but the plate model had the advantage . . . that it was the

42. Strasser, “Methoden der plastischen Rekonstruktion,” p. 195. I have drawn on this paper extensively because it includes an unusually reflective discussion of plastic reconstruction, but it cut no ice with the Royal Microscopical Society’s utilitarian reviewer (Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society, 1888, p. 853): “Prof. H. Strasser writes at great length and in copious detail on methods of reconstructing the object. All he has to say is practically a recapitulation of Born’s procedure for making wax plates upon which the image of the object is drawn.” See Karl Peter, Die Methoden der Rekonstruktion (Jena: Fischer, 1906), for the most thorough account of turn-of-the-century modeling methods and a full bibliography; for a later review in English see J. R. Norman, “Methods and Technique of Reconstruction,” J. Roy. Micr. Soc., 1923, pp. 37–56. Points relevant to the competition between plate and “free” modeling are raised in the discussion of methods of sectioning for rapid diagnosis during surgery by James R. Wright, Jr., “The Development of the Frozen Section Technique, the Evolution of Surgical Biopsy, and the Origins of Surgical Pathology,” Bull. Hist. Med., 1985, 59:295–326; and in an analysis of the introduction of ultrathin sectioning into electron microscopy by Nicolas Rasmussen, Picture Control: The Electron Microscope and the Transformation of Biology in America, 1940–1960 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford Univ. Press, 1997).

43. Born, “Plattenmodellmethode” (cit. n. 40), p. 586; and His, “Methoden der plastischen Rekonstruktion” (cit. n. 29), pp. 385–386. As Born put it to Strasser, “Anyone can learn plate modeling, but to model freehand not one in ten”; see Gustav Born to Strasser, 24 Mar. 1887, Medizinhistorisches Institut Zürich. Neither side claimed that their method was invariably better, just that it was better for most purposes. Indeed, after Born had publicized his method, His revealed that in making the original chick models he had experimented with cutting out wax plates. “However I soon went over to free modeling controlled with callipers”: His, Anatomie menschlicher Embryonen, Vol. 3 (cit. n. 16), p. 5. Ziegler claimed that they had cut sectional images out of sheet metal; see Prospectus über die Embryologischen Wachsmode (cit. n. 34), p. 4.
first attempt of a beginner in this technique, whilst there will be few people who are in a position to imitate the artworks of the Leipzig anatomist.” A second advantage claimed for Born’s method was speed, and this His scarcely contested. He had admitted that his method was extremely labor intensive and time consuming, that a single reconstruction could take “weeks or even months of uninterrupted work,” some of which he would gladly unload onto a technician. Born’s method still required the sections to be drawn, and this remained a long job. But thereafter it was far quicker, because it lent itself to the division of labor: a significant proportion of the work could be assigned to relatively unskilled technicians. Born reported that a servant could make fifty plates in a few hours and that “every intelligent servant” could be trained to cut them to shape.

In their discussions of plate versus free modeling, some anatomists were concerned not just with ease and speed but with how each method involved them physically and mentally in reconstructing spatial relationships. His had argued that the activity of reconstruction produced not just a model but also an anatomist with an incomparable appreciation of form. Strasser considered the possibility that free modeling could in this respect have the edge: “Might it be thought . . . that precisely the surplus labor of free modeling represents its most important advantage, insofar as a better mental processing of the relations of form is linked to it?” No, he concluded. Most of the additional work was in measuring distances that were not themselves important. But when the mind had to deduce the form of a surface from the individual sections there were also more purely geometrical or stereometrical images to manipulate. “I am,” he noted, “far from wishing to present such hard gymnastics in stereometric thinking in general or for the microscopist as superfluous. The better the latter is able without special aids from mere consideration of the successive sections to reach conclusions about the cut surfaces of the body, the better.” But the very best training in such a skill was in fact to follow the progress of plate modeling, so this did not lag behind free modeling even “with respect to gymnastics.”

There was another aspect to an anatomist’s mental involvement in modeling—and a fourth way in which plate modeling won the day. His had judged it necessary even in 1868 to preempt the charge that his models were too subjective: “Anyone who does not attempt plastic work of this kind can hardly imagine the strict control that it guarantees. Every detail, every apparent irregularity of a section receives its peculiar significance, every lack of clarity revenges itself through an error in the plastic object, and the detailed working through of such models with compasses and ruler gives a certainty of visualization that is hardly achievable in any other way.” He emphasized the self-disciplining intolerance of the procedure. Were any part not of the right form and size and in the right place, then it would throw neighboring parts out of kilter. Anything short of complete mastery of the object left only two alternatives: giving up or a deliberate fudge. But at a time when scientists generally were growing increasingly alarmed about subjectivity and striving for its mechanical elimination, Born was careful to recommend his method as “objective.”

44 Gustav Born, “Noch einmal die Plattenmodellimethode,” Z. Wissen. M. Wk., 1888, 5:433–455, on p. 435; see also Strasser, “Methoden der plastischen Rekonstruktion” (cit. n. 41), p. 196. For Born’s lack of confidence—“Colleague Damm is supposed now hurriedly to model a couple of chick hearts, but what he will produce I do not yet know”—see Born to Strasser, 24 Mar. 1887.

45 His, Anatomie menschlicher Embryonen, Vol. 3 (cit. n. 16), p. 3; His, “Methoden der plastischen Rekonstruktion” (cit. n. 29), p. 391; and Born, “Plattenmodellimethode” (cit. n. 40), pp. 596, 599.


Strasser claimed that the plate method need not be merely mechanical, but the fact that it was so much less dependent on an anatomist’s judgment surely counted heavily in its favor. “Artworks” could be admired, but they were perhaps not the most reliable science.

After the Anatomical Society meeting plate modeling became a standard microtechnique, especially in embryology and brain research. It was just within the reach of advanced students, but so time consuming that only a few actually tried it. Free modeling, by contrast, was presented as too subjective and demanding to produce publishable results even in the hands of an expert. It continued to be used in research to produce “sketch” models and appears to have been introduced into anatomical, including embryological, teaching in the early twentieth century “to demonstrate the change in certain forms quickly or to awaken the sense for forms in the first place.” Generations of medical students have associated embryology with trying to make lumps of plasticine gastrulate. But it was plate modeling that in the decades around 1900 became the most important way to visualize complex structures in vertebrate embryos. In addition to those already mentioned, Franz Keibel, Karl Peter, Hermann Braus, Ernst Gaupp, Oscar Hertwig, Ferdinand Hochstetter, Auguste-François-Charles d’Éternod, and Florence Rena Sabin contributed to the three dozen or so series that Adolf Ziegler’s son Friedrich sold between the world wars. The models were not universally appreciated. In 1895 His, as editor of the leading anatomical journal, had to insist that any works that relied for the determination of complex anatomical forms on looking through sections, without using them to undertake the exact reproduction of the form, should be regarded as “incomplete in their method and thus as lacking evidential value in science.” Enough anatomists followed him that many journal articles effectively became descriptions of models — which His argued were actually the more important publications. Anatomists valued the waxes themselves, even above drawings or photographs of the models, because they could view them from all sides, feel their surfaces with their fingers, and cut them up. Having given three-dimensional “body” to their representations, they could more readily work on them as though they were bodies.

Anatomists’ acceptance of plastic reconstruction marks the end of a dramatic shift in the location of embryological modeling, the relationship between scientists and modelers,

---


50 His, Anatomie menschlicher Embryonen, Vol. 3 (cit. n. 16), p. 4; and Wilhelm His, “Ueber die wissenschaftliche Wertung veröffentlichter Modelle,” Anat. Anz., 1895, 10:358–360, on p. 359. For these points about the value of the waxes and further investigation of how the Zieglers and their clients produced and used the models see Nick Hopwood, “Publishing in Wax: Modelers and Anatomists in Embryology around 1900,” paper presented at a symposium on “Models in the Sciences, Technology, and Medicine: Displaying the Third Dimension,” Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, 13 Nov. 1998.
and the status of wax models in embryology. Traditionally, a scientist had produced specimens or drawings and was approached by or employed a modeler to have them rendered in wax. However much, as vivid and widely distributed representations of amphibian development, Ziegler’s models of Ecker’s tadpoles became canonical, they stood in a subordinate relationship to the plates of the atlas and to the fresh or fixed specimens. Then, in a key transfer of skills, Ziegler went to His’s laboratory and helped him make the original models there, returning to his workshop only to produce the reproductions. Now distributed in slices over a series of slides, the specimens could—His argued—be reconstituted only as a model, of which a drawing or a photograph was a pale imitation. It took nearly two decades and the technical innovations and surrounding debates I have discussed here before the anatomical community agreed. Taking up the plate method definitively shifted the—now very different—work of modeling the originals into anatomists’ laboratories, where they made it the primary means of visualizing embryos and brains. (Where no reconstruction was required, as generally for zoologists’ invertebrate embryos, traditional practice continued.) The modelers now had less input, but, since they were still needed to finish, reproduce, and distribute models that had become central to communicating form, they nevertheless did more business.51

Plastic reconstruction has been especially significant in human embryology. In the early 1880s His established thorough investigation of individual sectioned specimens as the pattern of research in the science and modeling as the primary means of visualizing human embryonic form. In 1914 the Johns Hopkins anatomist Franklin Paine Mall obtained funds from the Carnegie Institution of Washington for a Department of Embryology devoted to extending and refining His’s work. Plastic reconstruction was so crucial that the department employed an in-house modeler, Osborne O. Heard, to make models for a reference collection. Similarly, the Göttingen anatomist Erich Blechschmidt, who directed the other major project to describe human development, had by the 1960s filled a room in his institute with a collection of fifty plastic embryos, on average 1.8 m tall, and each reconstructed from thousands of serial sections.52

But what of His’s claim that the experience of modeling would compel insight into the mechanics of development? He returned to it in 1894, nearly three decades after he had begun the work on the chick. Fighting the same battle, he began by attacking those morphologists who still looked to phylogeny rather than mechanics, lamenting that “the importance of mechanical processes in the development of organic beings even today finds stubborn doubters, and . . . the mystics have not died out who imagine heredity causes the material of developing organisms to move according to other laws than those which are valid in nature as a whole.” He then pointed to the rise of modeling and optimistically invoked his view that the reconstructive visualization of form implied its mechanical explanation:

Such unclear points of view will, I hope, soon be overcome, and precisely the increasing appreciation that methods of plastic reconstruction are finding among younger researchers must in this respect have a purifying effect. When working plastically it is indeed nearly impossible to close one’s eyes to the basic processes of the development of form. I too long ago was forced

51 Hopwood, “Publishing in Wax.”
to mechanical views not through abstract considerations but through the empirical results of
my first attempts at modeling.

His maintained to the last the link between plastic reconstruction from serial sections and
mechanical approaches to development. Mechanical discussion was largely absent from
the methodological discussions I have reviewed, but it would be worth examining specific
passages of research in embryological anatomy for such links. Blechschmidt much later
held an uncannily His-like package of commitments: he developed plastic reconstruction
of human embryos to a new pitch of perfection, argued for the importance of mechanical
moments in development, and was even highly critical of evolutionary interpretations of
embryogenesis.53 But around 1900 many embryologists clearly modeled from sections
without associating themselves with mechanical views. It was, moreover, not work based
on plastic reconstruction that in the 1880s and 1890s most successfully took up His’s call
to investigate the proximate, physiological causes of development but, rather, the Entwick-
lungsmechanik program of the Breslau anatomist Wilhelm Roux.

EFFACING THE WAXES

Roux’s “developmental mechanics” traced a lineage to His’s “mechanics of development”
but also demarcated itself from it. During the 1880s Roux moved away from the tradition
of mechanical anatomy in which he had begun his career with an investigation of the effect
of blood flow on vessel formation. By “mechanics” he increasingly meant not just the
relatively crude pressures and pulls by which His had explained the form of the body; his
use of the term signaled a more general, Kantian commitment to causal explanation.54
His’s “simple experiments” did inspire a line of work in Entwicklungsmechanik, but Roux
insisted on going beyond analogy to test hypotheses experimentally on living embryos.
He split the power of experiment to determine the causal factors of development from a
worthy but inconclusive “descriptive” embryology in which plastic reconstruction became
indispensable to elucidating the forms of higher vertebrate embryos. The first experimen-
talists favored early amphibian and sea urchin embryos, simpler systems in which they
could intervene much more easily and that they did not need to model for months in order
to visualize their results. Reconstruction hardly figured in this research, and His’s wax
models accordingly had little place in their image of him.

His’s embryological contemporaries had regarded the simple experiments as at best
suggestive and at worst laughable. The rubber tubes were never fully rehabilitated—for
a long time even sympathetic authors first had to mention the scorn they had attracted—but
the approach was formalized as what Ludwig Rumbler called “methods of imitation”: gene-
grating possible explanations by mimicking developmental processes in materials
chemically unlike but physically resembling the cells and tissues themselves.55 Roux did

53 His, “Mechanische Grundvorgänge tierischer Formenbildung” (cit. n. 16), p. 2; and Blechschmidt, Vom Ei
zum Embryo.
54 On Roux see Frederick B. Churchill, “Chabry, Roux, and the Experimental Method in Nineteenth-Century
Driesch: Zur Geschichte der Entwicklungsphysiologie der Tiere (“Entwicklungsmechanik”) (Jena: Fischer,
1974); and Nyhart, Biology Takes Form, pp. 278–305.
55 See Strasser, “Methoden der plastischen Reconstruction” (cit. n. 41), p. 169 (on scorn for His’s rubber
tubes); and Ludwig Rumbler, “Methodik der Nachahmung von Lebensvorgängen durch physikalische Kon-
stellationen,” in Handbuch der biologischen Arbeitsmethoden, ed. Emil Abderhalden, Sect. 5, Pt. 3A: Methodik
model in this way but showed the distinctiveness of his approach even in two studies inspired directly by His's work. In the first, he made a "developmental model" of the chick embryo out of five to ten balls of dough, to each of which he had added a certain amount of yeast or baking powder. Placing the dough in an incubator led to the formation of structures that depended on the arrangement of the balls and their different contents of yeast. Though admittedly not much like an embryo, these could demonstrate the power of differential growth; the lack of the necessary cohesion showed, Roux said, that other factors were also at work. While His had stressed the importance of mechanical forces in the blastoderm as a whole, Roux claimed that the activities of the cells, which His had considered only in passing and were not well mimicked by the model, were more important. This little-known model is surprisingly His-like; Roux used an earlier and much more familiar study to highlight how he was going beyond him. The older anatomist had argued from simple experiments in lead plate that the medullary folds arose passively as a result of pressure "backing up" from the lateral parts of the embryo. Roux turned His's argument into a question: Was neural folding driven passively from the "sides" or did the cells of the medullary plate participate actively in pushing it forward? He also refused to recognize His's attempts to mimic the process as "experiments," which he limited to hypothesis testing on the embryo itself. Roux cut out the central region and showed that since the folds appeared in the isolated explant the factors responsible must lie largely within the medullary plate, not laterally to it, and presumably in the activities of the cells.  

If Entwicklungsmechaniker gave the "simple experiments" only qualified approval, they would have even less time for plastic reconstruction. Born and Strasser, who in the early 1880s worked alongside Roux in Breslau and helped to frame the new approach, had also made important contributions to reconstructive methods. Some anatomists with experimental interests — for example Braus — also devoted much energy to plastic reconstruction. Yet Roux himself had not participated in the debates over modeling and stands out as one of the few embryologically active anatomists of the period to have left no Ziegler models bearing his name. As His acknowledged, visualization of developing form played a minimal role in Roux's work: "Roux and I obviously work in different ways; he begins with theoretical considerations and in his case experiment follows such considerations. When I work visualization [Anschauung] usually comes first, thinking this through follows,  

---


57 In a report on the Anatomical Society meeting of 1887 Strasser tackled the relationship between the "phantoms" of leather, rubber, and lead that His had exhibited, plastic reconstruction, and Roux's work. He agreed with His that the most perfect possible familiarity with spatial relationships was a precondition not just for investigating the "mechanical correlation of masses" but for every other problem of Entwicklungsmechanik. See Strasser, "Methoden der plastischen Reconstruction" (cit. n. 41), p. 169.
and the gaps that come to light I seek to fill through new visualizations.”

The leading *Entwicklungsmechaniker*—Roux and, even more, Hans Driesch—began not with *Anschaung* but with hypotheses that they sought to test experimentally on the simplest and most readily visualized biological material they could find.  

Wax models were also too static for a program focused on the dynamics of development. In the early 1920s the Viennese experimentalist Hans Przibram, seeking to model the processes of life, disparaged models of the kind Friedrich Ziegler produced: “The commercially available so-called models of egg development in hard wax, glass, or wood are nothing but copies of the individual successive developmental stages, thus not models of egg development, but at most of individual points thereof. It is impossible to form from them an image of how from an egg fragment under certain conditions a whole embryo, under others a half is formed.” Instead, he recommended a soft, painted rubber ball that could be ligated with a thread. In this view, the His-Ziegler models reproduced a succession of developmental stages but did not show development itself. Used most prominently in drilling medical students, they eventually came to epitomize everything—description, higher vertebrates, and undergraduate teaching—that the most militant experimentalists despised.

Different embryological traditions did not just take up His’s modeling practices in different ways; they created and still maintain correspondingly different images of His. Human embryologists celebrate “the Vesalius” of their science and the inventor of plastic reconstruction, but the dominance of experimental embryology and its post–World War II successor, developmental biology, has kept this a minority view. Experimental embryologists commemorate the pioneer of the embryology of proximate causes who, however, never made the breakthrough to experiment on the living embryo. The studies on the chick have a secure place in the experimentalist canon but are mined for physiological

---

58 His, “Mechanische Grundvorgänge tierischer Formenbildung” (cit. n. 16), p. 52. This contrast is reminiscent of that drawn in Herbert Mehren’s history of mathematics; see Mehren, *Moderne Sprache Mathematik* (cit. n. 1). To the mathematical modernism of David Hilbert, which rejected representational views of mathematical truth for the mathematician’s free creative play in mathematical language according to the rules of the axiomatic method, he counterposed the mathematical countermodernism of Hilbert’s Göttingen colleague Felix Klein. Also modern in rejecting representation and transcendence, countermodernists sought the “ground” in which mathematics was “rooted” and claimed to find it in *Anschaung* and *Intuition*. Mehren’s argues that models were crucial instance of Klein’s obsession with *Anschaung*, that pedagogical collections made concrete the countermodernist message that abstract maths could be seen and enjoyed.

59 It is important not to overstate the contrast, at least among the anatomists. Roux accepted that experimentation presupposed knowledge of normal development, and plate modeling appealed to him as a mechanically objective morphological method, even if it was not important in his own work. In an obituary for Born, he singled out the “universal, mechanical method of reconstruction” that allowed the conversion of the microscopic into the macroscopic “without the involvement of an intuitively active intelligence” as his dead colleague’s “most far-reaching achievement.” Embryology (*Entwicklungsgeschichte*) owed the great progress of the preceding decades to plate modeling and the microtome; both, Roux predicted, would remain indispensable aids in descriptive and hence also in developmental mechanical research. See Wilhelm Roux, “Professor Dr. Gustav Born,” *Archiv für Entwicklungsmechanik der Organismen*, 1900, 10:256–259, on p. 259. The Würzburg zoologist Theodor Boveri gave Hans Spemann, who became the leading embryological experimenter in the generation after Roux, a habilitation topic that involved graphical reconstruction of larval head skeletons. But as soon as he set his own research agenda Spemann abandoned such work. See Peter E. Fäßler, *Hans Spemann 1869–1941: Experimentelle Forschung im Spannungsfeld von Empirie und Theorie: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Entwicklungphysiologie zu Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts* (Berlin: Springer, 1997), pp. 145–149.


61 O’Rahilly, “One Hundred Years of Human Embryology” (cit. n. 7), p. 89.
and mechanical insights; the simple experiments are remembered, while the “merely descriptive” wax models are filtered out. Until recently, a theory-dominated historiography conspired with experimentalist condescension toward the work of visualizing form to hide plastic reconstruction from view. In the last few years the situation has begun to change, not just in history of science but perhaps also in embryology. Developmental biologists interested in the mechanisms of embryogenesis can hardly fail to notice how much of their time is now spent inventing new and often computerized means of visualizing intricate patterns in two dimensions and, increasingly, in three. This may have helped to make His’s work of representing form visible once again and the wax models newly relevant. We can recover his drive to grasp form in three dimensions and appreciate his claim that an embryologist’s view of the mechanisms of development is a product of the way she or he represents form. In his own practice, growth equations represented the germinal disc as an imperfectly elastic plate extending at an uneven rate; simple experiments in everyday materials sought to show concretely that mechanical principles were at work in development; but modeling from sections made the form of the embryonic body tangible in the first place and, he claimed, persuaded him of the importance of mechanical principles in its development.

The prospects are bright for exploring further the production, manipulation, and display of three-dimensional representation devices in embryology and in the sciences, technology, and medicine more generally. There is much to find out about such models, both as research tools and as means of communicating scientific visions to wide audiences. We may wish to keep two challenges in view. First, taking models in three dimensions into account can most effectively expand our appreciation of the variety of representational activity in the sciences if we avoid fetishizing an isolated class of objects. We ought, rather, to aim for a deeper understanding of the often fraught relations between practices of representation in two dimensions and three. Second, we could ask how innovations in modeling in embryology related to changes in making other medical or biological, geological, engineering, chemical, mathematical, or physical models. Exploring specific inventions might prompt a more general reevaluation of how, across the sciences, modeling practices have changed.